
Mapboard Play



Unit Types Key
’Mechs  Includes BattleMechs and IndustrialMechs
ProtoMechs  ProtoMech units only
Infantry  Includes conventional infantry and battle armor
Vehicles Includes all motive types covered by Air, Ground, and Naval
Air  Combat or support vehicles with VTOL or WiGE movement types
Ground  Combat or support vehicles with wheeled, tracked, hover, WiGE, or rail movement types
Naval  Combat or support vehicles with naval or submarine movement types
Hover  Combat or support vehicles with hover movement type only
Sub  Combat or support vehicles with submarine movement type only
Tracked  Combat or support vehicles with tracked movement type only
VTOL  Combat or support vehicles with VTOL movement type only
Wheeled  Combat or support vehicles with wheeled movement type only
WiGE  Combat or support vehicles with WiGE movement type only
Aerospace Includes conventional fighters, aerospace fighters, small craft, and DropShips

MOVEMENT COST TABLE
MOVE (MV) IN HEX = MOVE (MV) IN INCHES DIVIDED BY 2

Terrain Type Move Cost per Hex Prohibited Movement Mode/Unit Type

Base Move 1 —

Clear +01  Naval

Paved/Road/Bridge +02  Naval

Rough +1 Naval, Wheeled

Rubble +1 Naval

Woods +13 Air, Hover, Naval, Rail, Wheeled4

Water

Surface Only +0 All except Hover, Naval, WiGE5

Depth 0 +0 Ground, Infantry6

Depth 1 +17 Ground, Infantry6, IndustrialMechs8

Depth 2+ +37 Ground, Infantry6, IndustrialMechs8

Level Changes (up or down)9

Per 1 elevation +1 (’Mechs, ProtoMechs)

Per 1 elevation +2 (Infantry, Ground Vehicles)

Per 1 elevation +1 (VTOLs in Air)

Per 1 depth +1 (Submarines in Water)

Note: Airborne units (including Air vehicles and Aerospace units) ignore all terrain conditions until they attempt to occupy the same space 
and level of them (including
attempts to land or liftoff). If airborne units attempt to enter terrain prohibited to them, treat the result as a crash.
1+1 Move cost for wheeled support vehicles without Off-Road (ORO) special ability.
2All Tracked or Wheeled units gain an extra 1 Move on any turn where the unit spends its entire Move on this terrain.
3Infantry units reduce Move cost to enter this terrain by 1 (to minimum of +0).
4Wheeled units with the bicycle (b) or monocycle (m) movement modes may move through this terrain.
5Wheeled or Tracked vehicles with the Amphibious (AMP) special ability can move on water surfaces at a Move cost of +1.
6Infantry units can move through water of any Depth only if they have the UMU special ability.
7This is the cost to move along the bottom of a water area. No additional cost applies if using submarine movement.
8IndustrialMechs can only enter water of depth 1 or greater if they have the environmental sealing (SEAL) special ability.
9Infantry, ground vehicles, ProtoMechs, and WiGEs may not perform elevation changes greater than 1. ’Mechs may not make elevation 
changes over 2.
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HEX-BASED CONVERSION

TO-HIT MODIFIERS TABLE
RANGE MODIFIERS

Range Distance Modifier
Short Up to 3 +0

Medium 4 to 12 +2

Long 13 to 21 +4

TARGET MOVEMENT MODIFIERS1

Target  Modifier
Immobile –4

Standstill +0

Available Move:

0-2 +0

3-4 +1

5-6 +2

7-9 +3

10-13 +4

14+ +5

Jumped +1

TARGET MODIFIERS

Target Modifier
Has Stealth Armor Varies2

Is Dropping Unit +3

TARGET TYPE MODIFIERS

Target Element Type Modifier
Airborne Aerospace +23

Airborne VTOL or WiGE +1

Battle Armor +1

Airborne DropShip –2

Large (LG, VLG, or SLG special) –1

ProtoMech +1

TERRAIN MODIFIERS

Terrain Modifier
Underwater +14

Woods +25

Partial Cover +2

PHYSICAL ATTACKS MODIFIERS

Physical Attack Type Modifier
Standard +0

Melee +1

Charge +2

Death From Above +3

Anti-’Mech Infantry +1

MISCELLANEOUS MODIFIERS

Attacker Modifier
Attacking Indirectly +16

Attacker is a Drone +1

Attacker is Immobile/Standing Still –17

Attacker used Jump Movement +27

Attacker is IndustrialMech with:

No AFC special +18

Advanced Fire Control (AFC) +08

Attacker is Support Vehicle with:

Advanced Fire Control (AFC) +08

Basic Fire Control (BFC) +18

No AFC or BFC special +28

Attacker is a Grounded DropShip –1

Attack is using REAR special ability +1

Fire Control Hit (per hit) +28

Overheating +Heat Level (1-3)9

Spotting for Indirect Fire +110

Anti-’Mech Infantry

Attacker is Conventional Infantry +3

Target transporting battle armor +311

1If the unit moved, its modifier is based on the Move value available to it that turn (after any applicable modifiers), plus the jumped modifier (if it jumped that turn). Distance 
actually moved is irrelevant. Does not apply to aerospace units.
2For battle armor targets, Stealth adds +1 at Short and Medium ranges, and +2 at Long range. For all other units, Stealth adds +0 at Short range, +1 at Medium range, and 
+2 at Long range.
3Includes fixed-wing support vehicles, conventional fighters, small craft and DropShips. Only applies when target is airborne. Do not apply if attacker is also an airborne aerospace unit.
4Only if attacker is also underwater (or is on the water surface and using TOR special); all underwater ranges are halved.
5Target has intervening or occupied Woods terrain.
6If the spotting unit makes a weapon attack in the same turn as it spots, apply a +2 modifier instead.
7Infantry (conventional and battle armor) do not use the standing still or jumping attacker movement modifiers.
8Fire Control hit effects may apply multiple times. Does not apply to Physical attacks.
9Does not apply to physical attacks.
10Not cumulative with the Attacking Indirectly modifier.
11Applies if target is transporting battle armor as cargo, or using mechanized/extended mechanized infantry specials.
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Damage: Artillery does damage to all units in its area of 
effect. Artillery with an area of effect greater than 1 hex have 
two damage values, one for units within 1 hex of the target hex, 
followed by the damage for units outside the adjacent hexes but 
within 3 hexes of the target hex.

Indirect Fire: Artillery can be fired indirectly (see Indirect Fire, 
p. 35, AS). When fired indirectly, Artillery can receive an additional 
-1 to-hit modifier if the spotter has the LPRB, PRB or BH special 
abilities (-2 to-hit modifier if the attack is from an Arrow IV artillery).

Scatter: If artillery misses the target (unit or hex), it will scatter. 
Using the Area of Effect Template, with the “1” location indicating 
the map’s “northern” direction, the attacker rolls 1D6 and uses the 
numbers outside of the parentheses to find which of the 6 possible 
directions the missed artillery attack will scatter. Once direction is 
determined, a second 1D6 roll result—(divided in half, round up, 
for artillery cannons)—then determines how many hexes from 
the original target hex the missed shot will actually land. The new 
location becomes the final hex, and damages targets within the 
Area of Effect as appropriate to that weapon

ARTILLERY
Artillery in Alpha Strike is resolved as a separate attack, due to 

its ability to affect an area and to scatter from the original target. 
Artillery follows the standard rules for making a weapon attack 
(see p. 15, AS) with the following additions:

Step 1: Choose A Target: Artillery can target a hex, rather than 
a unit.  This target hex is selected on the map, and the final hex 
determines which units are damaged by the artillery. If the to-hit 
roll succeeds, the target hex is the final hex.  If the to-hit roll fails 
(the attack is a miss), the target hex will scatter (see below).

Step 2: Determine Range: Most artillery can reach long range 
or even extreme if that optional rule is being used (see p. 99, AS). 
Some Artillery Cannons can only reach Medium range, see the 
Artillery Range and Damage Table below for maximum range for 
artillery cannons.

To-Hit Number: Artillery is considered to always be at Long 
range for to-hit modifiers, except for Artillery Cannons which use 
standard range modifiers. Attacks targeting a hex do not receive 
any target movement modifier or immobile target modifier.

ARTILLERY RANGE AND DAMAGE  TABLE

Artillery Name Special
Max 

Range Damage
Area of 
Effect

Arrow IV ART-AIS/ART-AIC 2 1 (NA)

Thumper ART-T 1 1

Sniper ART-S 2 1

Long Tom ART-LT 3/1 3

Battle Armor Tube Artillery ART-BA 1 1

Artillery Cannons

Thumper Cannon ART-TC Medium 0* 1

Sniper Cannon ART-SC Medium 1 1

Long Tom Cannon ART-LTC 2 1


